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foundest sense of appreciation of what public life. He is regarded as being inthe eastern democracy did for the south vincible in the west. His friends deduring
clare that he is on every score the greatthe whole of that stormy era.
Silver Will be the Issue in the Next
more advanced of the silver lead- est individual force in politics in all the
The
Campaign.
ers are hopeful of a break-u- p even in the country between the Mississippi river
face of the many difficulties presented. and the Pacilic ocean.
Is this true?
How ii WiiHhlngton CorriwpoiMlont of the
They turn from the past and are urging The south also, it is claimed, regards him
Kepnhllc Looks lit tlie Fiiiuiilnl
the south and west to do so. The duty with marked favor. lie is more to her
of the hour they, are asserting, is the than the eminent advocate of silver. lie
thing to be considered. Reconstruction was the Randall of the second force bill
If now political alignments can be is over and is only to be recalled now in contest.
forced on the silver question and the
He left his party on that issue and
the light of what it teaches for the future.
south and west be brought together in The south was prostrate then before voted and acted with the democrats in
support of the white metal, the coming ignorance and incapacity. Eastern dem- the fight in the fifty-fircongress that
12 months are expected to tell the
tale. ocrats came to the rescue, and for that all resulted in the shelving of the Lodge bill
The proposition, as at present discussed, honor and gratitude. But the south is in the senate. This, it is asserted, would
contains no new feature. The argument prostrate now before a domination of make Mr. Teller, as a political candidate
has become familiar through years of capital more powerful than thatoftheold on a silver platform, exceedingly popular
agitation. The south and west have it carpet-ba- g
government, and it is the throughout the whole of the south, and
in their power by standing shoulder to west
that is offering sympathy and as- certain ,if associated with a popular southshoulder, to control the electoral college, sistance. Shall this offer not be accept- ern man,of an overwhelming vote in that
and through that means the legislation ed? Does the south really ltelievo in the section.
of congress. Shall this
longer de- rehabilitation of silver, and in the inThe gathering here at this t ime of Senlayed? Will the southern democrats fluence on business that such a result ators elect Butler and Tillman, General
part company with the eastern allies anil would bring about? Are memories of Warner of the bimetallic league, Editor
the western republicans with their east- the war and of the period that immedi- Howell of Atlanta and other prominent
ern allies, and strike hands for united ately followed to obscure the judgment friends of silver, gives to this matter inaction in the next presidential cam- about questions of the highest moment creased interest. One hears it on every
paign?
0 years after?
hand. The silver men, both in and
.Discussion of this question has grown
It seems to be agreed that if this new out of congress, are very confident. They
perceptibly in earnestness during the combination is effected the head of the k'lieve that everything is going their
past few weeks. Prominent silver men ticket to represent it should come from way.and it is for tli is reason that they aro
in lioth parties have openly engaged in the west, and the second man from the urging the more conservative of their
it, and Mr. Heed had heard so much of south. Memories of the war are not, friends to go in for a lold movement,
it that he gave it a passing reference in after all, it appears, to be banished. with silver put above every consideration.
his speech on the gold bond scheme in Southern men of such caliber as would The battle, they contend, cannot be won
the house, lie was at pains to predict, entitle them to consideration in connec within the ranks of either of the old par
of course, that nothing would come of tion with the presidency all participated ties so long as lioth are so much under
the agitation ; that republicans, east and in the confederacy. Morgan of Ala- the domination of the eastern money
west, no matter the amount of sectional bama, Vest of Missouri and Mills of power. The cause of silver alone, they
contention that, might go on between Texas, all saw service under the south hold, is worthy of a party. Shall one be
democrats, would continue to train un- ern flag, and the fear is that this record formed? And who shall lead it? St.
der the same old (lag. The silver men might prove injurious to the ticket in Louis Republic.
themselves concede that such a breakup the west. Bland, however, has no conCurd or ThiinkH.
of the two old parties as would insure federate record, yet the western silverites
Mrs.
and family desire to exAdair
the success oi the movement would as- seem inclined to ignore him. But for
thanks to their many
sincere
their
press
exsume the proportions of a revolution.
second place the south would be
Appeals against the severance of old pected to compete for the nomination friends for the kindnesses bestowed durparty ties would le strong on both sides. and would probably be accorded that ing their late allliction,
Mas. Mahik Adair.
Eastern democrats would remind their without very great difficulty.
20, 189").
Feb.
Altos,
Pinos
southern brethren of the aid and counFor first place Mr. Teller easily has
tenance given them in the dark days of the call in popular speculation. The
Assessor Childers is waiting for tho
reconstruction, and the eastern republi- silver men regard him as their ablest
blanks to arrive from Santa
assessment
cans wo;ild remind their western breth- champion in congress. They refer to
liefore commencing the assessment of
Fe
ren of tlieir united triumph in the res- his speeches as evidence of his thorough
the property of the county.
toration of the union.
mastery of the subject, and to his tactics
Hunters will have to take a rest for six
Would this sort of thing prevail? The in the senate as the recognized silver
southern men are full of sentiment, and leader as proof of his skill and discretion months from the first of March. They
to this day recall the reconstruction His experience in general politics has can clean up tlieir guns and put them
period with a shudder. They have al- been wide, and this has given him a away until the first of September when
ways professed and manifested the pro- - standing among the foremost men in it will be lawful to kill name.
st
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J. N. Upton was in the city this week
from his ranch on the Mimbres.

Henry Young spent Sunday in town,
returning to his ranch on Monday.
Mrs. S. M. Ashenfelter and daughter
Annie, who were here last Friday to attend the party at Morrill hall, have returned to Deming.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
largo variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lamps, at lower prices than can bo
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
Robert Black will attend a meeting of
the board of regents of the agricultural
college at Las Cruces next Monday. A
president of the institution will be selected at the meeting for the ensuing year.
Subscribers to The Eaíh.e can get the
World Almanac free by paving a year's
subscription in advance. Read the advertisement on another page.
Bert Gilbert, who will be home in
June for a two months' vacation ranks
eighth in his class in the United States
military academy at West Point. New
Mexico's representative is near the head
of the class.
For Sale Hunch.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
record ,.r)0 acres tillable, 20 under cultivation, well water, houses and corral and
Good govall but 5 acres under fence.
ernment land on three sides. Price
$(00. Inquire at Eaoi.e oflice.

S. II. Eckles is in the employment of
of People You Do and Do
Aaron
Schutz at the Bank Building BaNot Know.
zaar.
Other InteroHtliiff Matter Which Can lie ' The Eaoi.e a year and the World Almanac for $2. Send in your subscripKend With Profit Ily All Our
tions.
TownHpeople.
Mrs. Clegg, an aunt of Mrs. M. A.
S. Lindauer was up from Doming last Fielder, is here from Arkansas on a visit
to Mrs. Fielder.
week.
Thomas Foster, who had been watchNew goods just received at Robinson's.
ing the progress of the Florida county
Mrs. Burdick lias been very ill for sev- bill, is home again.
eral days.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e ofIf you want a Parlor stove go to Rob- fice. It will be done neat ly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
inson's.
Miss Ona Fendall was up from Dem-in- g
R. L. Powel paid a visit to Santa Fe
to attend the party at Morrill hall
last week.
last Friday evening.
Fresh randies every day at Martin
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the BroadMaher's.
way Hotel dining room where the best
Capt. Rabb was in from the Mimbres meals in the city can be had.
20
last Thursday.
Judge Bantz went to Santa Fe last
Sec the Cook Stoves and Ranges at week and took the oath of office.
lie is
Robinson's.
now a full fledged judge.
Cyril Byrne was m town last week
Send in your subscription to The
from Hudson.
Eaoi.e and get the World Almanac free.
Best Kansas patent, flour for sale at See our offer on another page.
Martin Maher's.
Mrs. Israel King, of Deniing, who has
John Elder was in the city from Han- been visiting Mrs. W. II. White, reover Inst Thursday.
Hiilmerlptloii
turned home last Sunday.
1'rlren
riililiHherH Itt'KUlnr
follows
as
per
Dailies
Leading
arc
on
Mrs. Clapp was in the city last week
J. II. Summers and family left for the
from Hatch station.
Indian Territory last Sunday morning. month:
85c.
St. Ixiuis Daily Globe Democrat
Miss Josephine Welty has been very They expect to remain there.
65c.
St. Louis Daily Republic
40e.
ill with pneumonia.
We can give von inside prices on all St. Louis Daily Post Dispatch
65c.
Call and leave your sub San Francisco Daily Chronicle
W. A. Heather was in from his store publications.
65o.
scriptions. Nolans, opposite postoflice. San Francisco Daily Examiner
on the Gila last week.
85c.
Los Angeles Daily Times
D. P. Carr and wife returned front
Above prices on leading dailies cannot
W. Z. Redding was over from the
Santa Fe last Saturday afternoon and be shaded and wo can knock out all opMimbres last Thursday.
stopped over here before going to Pinos position on subscriptions to weeklies,
periodicals and magazines. Nolan's,
Don't, read vour neighbor's paper but Altos.
Opposite Postoflice.
subscrilie for The Eaíii.e.
Win. Brahm was in from his ranch
Henry Miller was in from the Gila
Iteilured Unten to l'lioeiilx.
last week. He pays that there are no
last Monday on business.
On March 10th and 11th the Atchison,
cattle dying on the range in that part of
Topeka and Santa Fe railroad will sell
Fine line of rocket and Table Cutlery the county.
round trip tickets to Phtonix, Arizona.at
at St. George Robinson's.
C. F. Grayson and L. A. Skelly, who rate of $29.00. Tickets will be limited to
Mrs. C. II. Munson was up from the
were at Santa Fe during the closing March Hist with a transit limit of live
Munson ranch last Saturday.
each direction. Stopover privileges
hours of the legislature, returned last davs
will lie allowed at anv intermediate
Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals. Friday afternoon.
point, within limit of tickets.
It is the best place in'the city.
20
This rate is made for persons wishing
The
celebrated
Wilson
Heaters,
the
Win. O'Brien has returned from an most economical
to
the celebration of the opening
Heating Stove manu- of attend
Fe, Phienix and Proseo! t
the
Santa
extended trip through Mexico.
factured, can lie found only at Neff's. railway to
held
at Phienix March 11th,
Councilman Ancheta returned from Call and see them.
12th and lütlt or the seventh biennial
Santa Fc on last Friday's train.
Harry W. Lucas, formerly jiostmastor session of the Grand Lodire of Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona to lie held at
A. P. Frederick, postoflice inspector at this place and who mysteriously disPhienix commencing March 2th.
for this distict was here last week.
appeared in the latter part of 18!):!, is in
J. H. Mi'iHiE,
Agent.
F. M. Galloway was in from the gold Monterey, Mexico.
camp in the Burros last Saturday.
Jons BitocKMAN, Pres. Tuos. F. Conwav, Vice Pres.
J. W. Caiitku, Cashier.
Dr. W. II. White went to Fort Bayard
3530.
last week on professional business.
Rev. Bovard was here last Sunday and
preached at the Methodist church.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
and magazines at Nolan's News Depot.
SILVER CITY, N. M.
Mrs. W. II. Decker and Miss Nannie
CAPITAL
$50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Bibb were over from Central last week.
mode
Arirnnrcs
Gold
on
and
Bullion.
Silver
Rev. W. S. Fitch expects to leave this
place next month. He will go to Florida. DEPOSITS SOLICITUD.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

Mention

28-t- f.

1

i

1

The

i

Sito

City National Bank,
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DEATH IN A COAL MINE.
Terriffic Explosion in the White Ash
Mine Near Cerrillos.
Twmity-Flv- e

Minora Killed by tlm
mid ATlcr Dump nnd Miiny
Injured,

The most serious accident which has
ever happened in a coal mine in this territory occurred in the White Ash mine,
three miles from Cerrillos, last Wednesday morning between 10 and 11 o'clock.
The loss of life would have been greater
if the miners employed at tbe mine
had all leen at work, but on account of
it being Ash Wednesday, there were
only seventy men at work in the mine.
The White Ash is one of the largest
mines in New Mexico ami is worked from
s
of a
a main entry about
mile in length. From this entry seven
levels have been run. The accident happened on the fourth level, about 2,000
feet from the mouth of the mine. Its
cause is unknown, but it is lielieved that
one of the miners went into a worked
out room, which was full of gas, with an
open lamp which ignited the gas and
caused the explosion which killed a
number of men. The after damp which
followed the explosion quickly spread
through the mine and prostrated the
men in the mine below the second level.
Those at work on the second level heard
the explosion and thought, at first, that
it was a keg of jrowder which had exploded, but soon became aware of the
presence of after damp and all who were
working on the second level succeeded
in getting out although some were overcome and had to be carried out by their
companions.
The news of the accident spread rapidly and in a short time there were hundreds of people at the mouth of the mine.
Many of the miners employed in the
mine had families and the scene, when
it. Infame known that there had lcen an
explosion in the mine and that more
than forty men were still in the mine,
beggers description.
For a time it was thought that the
mine was on fire but this proved to lie
incorrect. Attempts were made to get
to the imprisoned miners but, owing to
the poisonous gasses which Idled the
mine, it, was about four hours after the
explosion before the first body was recovered and that was the l)ody of a trapper boy found 1,200 feet down the incline. It was nearly midnight let'ore the
last body was recovered, there being 25
in all killed and 18 injured. None of the
injured will die.
Eleven of the men who were killed had
families dependent upon them for support. Soon after the news of t he disaster
reached Santa Fe a bill was passed by
three-fourth-
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the legislature appropriating $6,500 for
the relief of the families of the miners
who had been killed and a committee
was appointed to distributo the funds.
The funeral which took place on Friday
was the largest ever seen in New Mexico
in time of peace.
Services were con
ducted at the Catholic and Methodist
churches at Cerrillos and the long line
of coffins were borne to their resting
place.
J. W. Fleming, United States mine
inspector, was about to go down into the
mine to inspect it when, the explosion
occurred.

A little son of A. D. Ross has been
quite ill for several days past.
Charles D. McClure, president of the
Granite Mountain Mining company, arrived this week and went to Mogollón to
look at some mining property.
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R.

Prices reasonable, and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Sh"" 011 Viuikle Street.

E. E. GANDARA.

Sent Out.
Collector Shannon has already sent
out about 000 notifications and blanks to
persons and corporations in New Mexico and Arizona, presumed to be subject
to income tax, says the New Mexican.
All corporations, whatever their incomes,
are required to make returns, but indiv
iduals, whose incomes do not exceed
$4,000, need not report. So far, only
nine returns have lieen made. It is preare
sumed that, most of the
holding back, expecting the time to be
extended by congress, to April 15. All
who are subject to the tax are required
to make returns, whether they receive
blanks or not, otherwise it will be the
duty of the collector to assess them with
a 50 per cent, penalty. The penalties for
making false returns are very severe.
Collectors and deputy collectors are required to treat all information received
as
by them from income
ISlmikH

(OLI)

AND

SILVERSMITH.

Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
YiniMe St. Silver City. N. M.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

rs

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Nota it y Pi'iii.ic.
Cilice lit

Post-ofllr- e.

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
FLEMING CATTLE

m

tax-paye-

--

strictly confidential.

I

i rn

t

4 t&M&MsSsrlb h

&

CO.

, Kange
Fleming
:

and

vicinity,

Dr. II. II. Longwill, of Santa Fe, one
of the oldest residents of the territory,
died last week at Philadelphia where he
went some time ago for medical

SPEED

DONE.

PROMPTLY

L

rostollice :
Silver City,
n: m.

LINK,

Proprieto rs of the

PEOPLE'S

EAT'

ARKET

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FUUIT.

We solicit your patronage

DULLARD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
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cians and states that while the college heartily approved by all of the residents
was in process of construction over 60 of the territory.
Last week was not entirely devoid of
employes were threatened with discharge
The Florida County Bill Was Not unless they voted the republican ticket interest in the legislature. On Wedand that "the predecessor of the present nesday the proceedings in the house were
Considered.
president of the institution was active of a decidedly interesting character. On
two years since in political work among account of the fact that Thomas B. CatThe Last Week of The Legislature Ws the students and others."
ron was opposed to the bill which pro
Unusually Quiet anil Little Busiof the commit vides acode of practice for the territory,
chairman
Bunker,
Mr.
ness Was Done.
tee, offered a supplementary report stat- he desired an adjournment of the house
ing that while the Independent Demo- so that there would be less chance for
passed the
The friends of the Florida county crat had received $1,600 for printing, the the bill, which had already
to get through before the adduring
council,
had,
Republican
Rio
Grande
durseemed
confident
measure who have
The mem
ing the entire session of the legislature about the same period, received $3,200. journment of the legislature.
Re
who
of
an adfavored
Grande
of
bers
house
Rio
the
the
stockholders
The
that the bul would be passed in some
for
account
or for
work
Mr
the
Catron's
journment
on
time
the
the
at
publican
form or another showed no signs of
of their own suddenly became
done
forth
being
set
are
reasons
was
allege
in
before
two
days
three
or
weakness until
sevadjournment of the legislature, although Mr. Bunker's supplementary report and pious on Wednesday morning and
of observ
of
Hiram
who
thought
had
name
never
the
eral
appears
among
them
it was known on the streets of Santa Fe
dethat the bill could not muster a dozen Hadley, then president of the agricul ing Ash Wednesday before were very
of
order
sirous
adjourning the house in
votes in both houses. When the truth tual college.
As soon as the report was received, that they might have nothing on hand
dawned upon the Florida county folks
they were very much disappointed, but Councilman Hadley obtained the floor to interfere with their devotions.
The motion to adjourn caused consid
they say that they are going to try it on a auestian of personal privilege and
erable animated discussion, but it finally
again two years from now and keep try said :
"As the only son of my father it might carried by a vote of 14 to 9. After the
ing until they secure a county.
expected that I should say a few motion to adjourn had been carried, an
be
One of the most important bills which
words
in answer to the miserable crea enthusiastic admirer of Mr. Catron
bill
passed during the session was a
which provides that all territorial taxes tures who prepared that report. I have began to hurrah for the great land grabhoweyer, but little to say in the matter, ber and his enthusiasm got him into a
now delinquent shall, upon collection
be turned over to the county treasurer I allow my fathers record of over forty personal encounter with a member from
years of untarnished honor as an author San Miguel. Before the governor had
of the county in which they are collect
to be placed in the court and teacher to speak for itself. Any time to call out the territorial militia the
ed, one-hafund and the remainder in the fund for thing that I might say would add but war clouds had rolled away and white
the payment of interest on bonds. Any little to the luster of that record. If he winged peace and a religious atmosphere
surplus may be placed in the general were here, with his gray hairs, I would due, no doubt, to the pious observance
fund. This will give the various coun not stoop to notice the matter. In his of Ash Wednesday, had settled down
ties of the territory ample funds with absence, however, I desire to say that over the battlefield.
The voters of Silver City will have no
which to conduct the courts and will en there is not a word of truth in the charge
of the Las opportunity of voting for city marshal
used
presidency
the
he
that
districts
in
able the judges
the different
to clear the dockets within the next year Cruces college for political purposes. of that town at the next city election,
My father is no politician, neither is he the bill providing for the election of city
at most.
The report of the majority of the com skilled in the ways of the politician. marshals in the incorporated towns and
mittee on the agricultural college at Lis Had he been he would never have leeii ities of the territory having been vetoed
Cruces made a report last Wednesday succeeded by a man of the stamp Iwrne by the governor after having passed both
The report is one of considerable lengtl by the present incumbent. I am quite branches of the legislature. The origand explains fully why Mr. Terca sure that the statement about his owning inal bill, as introduced, would not have
who submitted a minority report on the the newspaper stock is a lie and I desire affected Silver City but Representative
college on Saturday morning before the to say that I am ready at any time either Carr offered an amendment including
majority report was read, did not ascer here or elsewhere to resent any aspersions Silver City and it was adopted. Severtain more concerning the college. The cast upon my father's name and honor." al of the nieml)ers of the legislature
Notwithstanding the denial of Coun thought that the selection of a marshal
majority report states that Mr. Perea ab
owned by the mayor and council was preferaRented himself when the majority of the cilman Hadley that his father
at ble to having that olfieer elected by the
Republican
Rio
Grando
in
the
stock
committee made the examination of the
doing
printing
was
paper
that
time
people, but the majority of the legislathe
college affairs. The majority report
full of interesting information but is en for the agricultural college, it is said to ture thought otherwise.
The bill providing for an increase of
tirely too long to be presented here be a fact that lie did own stock in the
can
the
fact
and
time
that
at
that
paper
pay of probate clerks throughout the
tho
The total expenditures of the college
be
proven.
easily
was passed by the council last
territory
1889
to February
from December 14,
The legislature promptly appropriated week, having passed the house previous1895 were $203,341.9.) and the receipt!
for the same time were $235,257.57, leav $6,500 for the redef of the families of the ly. Tho various counties of t he territory
ing a balance on hand of nearly $30,000 miners who were killed in the White are divided into three classes and the
which is deposited in banks at Santa Fe, Ash mine explosion last Wednesday, and salaries are graded accordingly.
The following nominations were sent
El Taso and Las Cruces. There are appointed a committee to distribute the
seventeen instructors in all employed in money. Within an hour after the bill to the council by the governor:
To lie memlxTS of the capítol rebuildthe college at an aggregate annual salary had been introduced it had passed both
branches of the legislature. As soon as ing committee:
of $22,600.
Bernard Seligman and A. Staab, of
The report charges that, previous to the legislature adjourned on Thursday
the appointment of Thomas J. Bull and the members of the committee left for Santa Fe; F. A. Manzanares, of Las
Demeti io Chaves, as regents, the insti- the scene of the disaster. This is one of Vegas; Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas;
tution was used for the benefit of politi t he acts of the legislature which will lie W. S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro.

LEGISLATURE ADJOURNS.

,

lf
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To be member of the territorial board
of pharmacy :
To succeed E. V. Spencer, B. Ruppc,
of Albuquerque, to serve until 1898.
To be members of the territorial board
of equalization: 1st district, Romtilo
Martinez ; 2d district, C. W. Kennedy ;
3d district, D. C. Hobart ; 4th district,
G. L. Ulrick ; 5th district,- W. R. Tipton.
To be member of the board of immigration: T. P. Martin, of Taos, the name
of Pedro Sanchez, heretofore nominated
for the position, being withdrawn.
The nominations were confirmed.
The nomination of George McCormick
which was sent in by the governor the
week before was confirmed, while that
of A. A. Jones was rejected.

MARCH 6, 1895.

allowing each of these officers four per

cent, of all taxes collected; an act fixing
the fees of sheriffs; an act requiring the
advertisement of sale of goods and chattels, lands and tenements by legal process, in newspapers when the amount
involved is over $200 ; an act providing
that no real property shall bo sold under
decree until 90 days after the date of the
decree; an act extending the time for
the payment of taxes until the first of
July next; an act providing that half of
the delinquent territorial taxes, when
collected, shall be paid into the court
fund and the other half into the fund for
the payment of interest on bonds of tho
counties where they are collected; an
act relating to the bonds of tax collectors
and the various acts bv which appro
priations were made for the next two
years.
The list of laws passed is considerably
shorter than that of previous legislatures
in recent years. The supreme court
which convened just before tho adjournment of the legislature to hear and determine the case in reference to the pay
of the legislative employes handed down
its decision last Saturday and the decision was in favor of the employes so, after
all, the territory had to pay $40 a day for
sweeping the legislative halls during the
session. After all there is one consolation and that is the legislature might
have done worse.

After the legislature had adjourned,
the governor appointed A. A. Jones, of
Las Vegas, district attorney for that dis
trict. Mr. Jones is a man well fitted for
the position to which he has been appointed. The council failed to confirm
Ids nomination not because he is an un
(it man for the place, but because some
of the members of the council thought if
his nomination was rejected the governor
would send in the name of a member of
the council for the place. In this they
were mistaken and now Jones and Fort
will have to light it out.
The precedent which has remained
unbroken for so many years by New
Mexico legislatures of continuing the
last session far into the night and rushing bills through with remarkable ra
pidity was smashed into smithereens
hist Thursday. Although it was the last
day of the session, the legislators ap
peared to be in no hurry to pass bills and
both houses adjourned before 4 o'clock
in the afternoon.
About fifty bills were passed during
the session, many of which were only of
local importance. Among the more im
portant bills which lecanie laws were the
following:
An act relating to the introduction of
diseased cattle into New Mexico; an a:
prohibiting the selling or giving away of
tobacco in anv form to minors under 18
years of age ; an act changing the stand
ard for coal oil to be sold in this territory; an act repealing the law which
gave justices of the peace jurisdiction in
cases of habeas corpus ; an act allowing
sheriffs (50 cents a day for the first ten
and 50 cents a day for all prisoners over
ten fed by them ; an act for the protection
of game; an act regulating cattle brands
and providing for the registration of all
brands in the territory; an act establishing a board of health and regulating the
practice of medicine ; an act providing for
the appointment of sheep inspectors and
for the prevention of scab and other diseases in sheep; an act providing for the
publication of the reports of the supreme
court of the territory ; an act regulating
the pay of collectors and assessors and

Whore It Wuh Cold.
W. A. Skinner, manager for II. M.
Hosick & Co.'s wool and sheep interests
in central New Mexico, drove in from
miles east of the
the ranch, fifty-liv- e

7

but that there

will be plenty of grass and
water for the coming spring and summer,
which means a boom in the sheep industry, provided wool sells for more than it
did last year." Albuquerque Citizen.
Latent from Itlancl.

Work has actually been commenced
on the new Beckman stamp mill below
Bland under the supervision of Mr.
Denny, and it is expected that the 50 ton
plant will Iks treating ore early in May.
The supply of water developed on tho
mill site by the local committee is represented to be ample. The starting of
work on the mill has given a fresn impulse to development work in the mines
and it is a safe prediction that thousands
of tons of pay ore will be piled on the
dumps during the next ninety days.
The snow is rapidly disappearing and
the roads and trails will soon bo in good
condition. The Bland tunnel is now in
under Gold Hill 400 feet and Supt. J. C.
Holt is driving the same as fast as possible with three shifts of men. Among
the mines lieing worked are the Lone
Star, Crown Point, Last Chance No. 2,
Hopewell, Good Hope, Union, L. & L.,
Black Girl, and Posy, all of which are
producing high grade ore. The lead was
struck in the Posy a few days ago, and
both owners and lessees are elated over
the high grade mineral they find therein.
Sheriff Cuningham is a third owner in
this promising property. New Mexican.

SILVER'S CHAMPION.
THE

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

NEWS

city, yesterday afternoon, and he reports
KhIuMImIhmI
1851.
great distress among the stock, especially the sheep, owing to the past extreme
TERMS OF SURSRIPTIOX.
cold weather.. "I left the city," re(IN ADVANCE.)
marked Mr. Skinner, "the day after the
DAILY.
blizzard, and found when I reached the
east range of the mountains that the Ono your, by mull
weather in the Rio Grande valley was Six months liy mall
t.M)
mall
spring compared to it there. Huge banks Throo months by
Ono month by mull
of snow, piled from three to ten feet high
ÍS.5Ü
Sunday edition, (1(1 patfes.) your
were everywhere, while on the plains
Dully Editions Uicludo tho Sunday.
snow covered the ground to a level depth
WEEKLY.
of a foot or more. Bands of sheep were Ono your, by mull,
$1.00
caught in the snow drifts and held tight
Sample copies of either edition on
from three to six days, and many perishedfreezing and starving. Several
the weather
Tho News is the only consistent champion
days after the snow-storbo In every
must have reached twenty degrees lielow of silver In tho west, and should
homo In tho west, and in tho hands of every
hunfew
a
have
lost
company
zero. My
minor und business limn in Now Mexico.
dred head, but the same fate happened
Send in your subscriptions ut once.
All communications must be addressed to
to (locks of other owners. A party of
Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
News
were
Indians, with about 2,400 sheep,
vicinity
in
the
plains,
open
on
the
caught
of Chilili, and I was informed by one of
the Indians that more than half of the
sheep perished.
"But." continued Mr. Skinner, "the
(June and Revolvers
Bicycles,
snow was melting fast off the ranges
Promptly Repaired.
when I left the ranch, and while us sheep
Kates Heasoiiuble.
raisers are losers now. there is no doubt
Is-le-

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
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and a second issue soon became neces
sary in order to carry out the policy of
the administration. This issue had a tendency to arouse the masses to inquire
Published every Wednesday Morning by
into the financial question.
A. J. LOOMIS.
The issue of a hundred millions in
Entered at tlin postolllee at Silver City,
bonds in a time of profound peace set
N. M for transmission through the malls at
second class rates.
the masses to' thinking. Not a singlo
Office on Yanklo Street between Texas and
prediction of the bankers had been veriArizona Streets.
fied and people were willing to listen to
Advertising Kates on Application.
the other side of the question. Before
Subscription Rates, Vantage 1'repuUl:
the third issue of bonds was announced
One year
$2.00
Six months
1.00
the sentiment toward silver was rapidly
,50
Three months
changing and it is now changing more
rapidly than ever before.
SILVER CITY, N. M MAUCH 0, 181)5,
of
But a few weeks ago the
be
to
seemed
of
Oregon,
Polph,
Senator
60
Silver
assured. He was one of the few
Load
3.00
in congress from the Facific
slope, but it was not thought that the
SILVER DEMOCRATS.
silver men were strong enough in the
Not nil of the democrats in the last
legislature to defeat him. The recent
congress were cuckoos. Some of them
election of McBride, who is admittedly a
were true to the
principles
free silver man, is an indication that the
of the democratic party and insisted all
silver party isfgaining strength in Oregon
along that democrats, in order to be true
and adds another to the silver majority
to the principles of the party, were bound
in the senate of the United States.
to advocate tne iree and unlimited coinThe campaign of education is going on
of
age
silver. Such men as R. I. Bland
SILVER GAINING GROUND.
and the next general election will show
have insisted all along on the passage of
That the cause of silver is rapidly gain- that a majority of the people of this
a bill providing for the free and unlim
ing ground, there can no longer be any country are in favor of free silver.
iteu coinage ot silver, but there were
doubt. The question is being seriously Upon the silver issue the next presidencuckoos enough in congress who always
considered by the leading powers of Eu tial campaign will be fought and silver
sneezed when the president took snuff to
rope, and in this country it is admitted will win. The effect of such a victory
prevent the passage of any bill providing
that the friends of silver are getting to for silver upon the entire country will be
for the restoration of silver.
Ix; more numerous.
to stimulate production and revive inSince the election last fall, which
The long continued business depres- dustry, but in this particular part of the
buried the cuckoos so completely, there
sion has caused widespread dissatisfaccountry the effect can hardly le imaghas been a great change among the demtion among the masses and a remedy is ined. Scores of mines which are now
ocrats in cangress. Most of them have
being sought for. Two years ago the idle will be worked and thousands of
concluded that, after all, party honesty
great majority of the people of t his coun- men will be employed in camps which
is the best policy and last week a silver
try were indifferent as to the future of are now deserted.
manifesto was issued to the people of
silver. People who had been i.i the
The time has come when the silver
the United States by the leading demohabit of allowing others to think for question can no longer be temporized
crats in congress. The manifesto was
them were willing to accept the views of with and there can be but one solution.
signed by the representatives from fifthe bankers of the east on this question, The question might have leen solved by
teen states and is straightforward and
as the bankers were supposed to know this country independently of any other
.
business-likeAmong other thinirs it
all about the money question, and the nation on earth, but indications are that
:
says
subject was considered by the masses as some of the European powers will get
We believe no party can hope for
the credit of its solution now.enduring success in the United States so too deep for them.
Since that time the situation has
long as it advocates a single gold stand
ard, and that the advocacy of such a f- changed very materially. The bankers
ADJOURNED.
inancial policy would be 'disastrous, esexplained that the reason for the conNew Mexico legislature has adThe
pecially to a party which, like the democratic party, derives its voting strength tinued exportation of gold from this journed and the taxpayers of the terrifrom those who may without reproach country was because the government tory are thankful that it continued in
be called the common people ; and we was purchasing silver and issuing coin session no longer. The legislators might
point to the overwhelming defeat of the notes therefor. The silver men insisted
have done worse. They might have emparty in 1804, to the opposition aroused
were
the
bankers
wrong
that
they
but
ployed a few dozen more clerks, type!y the veto of the seigniorage bill and to
the still more unanimous protest against were not able to convince the members writers, translators and sweepers whose
the issue of gold bonds as proof that the oí c mgress of the fact long as the pres- principal business would have been to
democratic party cannot be brought to ident's patronage lasted. The consedraw their pay ; they might have inthe support of tíie gold standard policy.
We believe a large majority of tlie quence was that the Sherman law was creased the fees and salaries of ollicials
democrats of the United States favor bi- repealed at the end of a long extra ses- more than they did ami they might have
metallism and realize it can onlv be se- sion of congress. The gold exports were passed the militia warrant funding bill.
cured by the restoration of the iree and expected to stop,
Some of the acts of the legislature aro
but they continued ami
unlimited coinage of gold and silver at
the present ratio and we assert that the steadily increased in volume until it be- worthy of commendation and some of
majority has and should exert the right came necessary for the government, the members of the legislature are de
to control the policy of the party and
under the financial policy which had serving of much honor, but the majority
tain the party name.
been adopted, to issue bond in order to of the members of the legislature would
We believe that the rank and tile of the
assert,
once
should
at
party
themselves replenish the stock of gold in the treas- - better quietly drop out of public life and
111 the democratic party and place
it on ury. This afforded but temporary relief seek some employment for which they

.....
....
time-honore- d

record in favor of the immediate restora
tion of the free and unlimited coinage of
gold and silver at the present legal ratio
01 16 to 1, as sucli coinage existed prior
to laid, without waiting for the am or
consent of any other nation, such gold
and silver coin to be a full legal tender
for all debts, public and private.
Leaders like Bland, Sibley and Bryan
have urged such a course as that out
lined above ever since the assembling of
the last congress, and, bad it been adopt
ed, the democratic party would have
been in control of both branches of congress today and would have had the con
fidence of the people of the United
States.
Thousands of democrats joined the
populists because of the attitude of the
administration on thesilverquestion and
the democratic party was overwelmingly
defeated at the polls throughout the
country last fall. All that is required to
insure democratic success in the next
election is to declare for democratic principles and nominate honest men who
will carry out the provisions of an honestly constructed platform.

-

a--

j
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It is a notorious fact
of the members of the
legislature shamelessly bartered away
their votes and that these men were willing to vote for any measure, no matter
how inimical to the interests of the territory it might be, for a few dollars.
Some of these bribe takers masquerade as
democrats while others call themselves

Kepuulicax papers in the territory in
sisted last fall that the question of the
admission of the territory was not a
political one, but they have doubtless
noted that a democratic congress did not
admit any republican territories.

republicans.
Some of these wretches had the hardihood to speak loftily of their honor in
the legislative halls when the majority
of the people within the sound of their
voices knew that they were miserable
bribe takers
Several very good laws have been
passed and none have been passed of so
mischievous a nature that the territory
will not recover. As to the employes,
this legislature went but little farther
than the legislatures for years past have
gone.
The principio is the same although the expense was a few hundred
dollars more this year than it was two
years ago. There ought to be some way
of preventing the legislature from hiring
and paying useless and incompetent ent- -

present congress.

are better fitted.

that a number

!

Cleveland bulldozed the last congress,
hut he will have little influence with the
The Silver City Kaoi.e presents this
week well executed views of the normal
school and its olficers, among which is
our former townsman, Prof. James A.
Long. Prof. Long is one of the few men
who take a good newspaper picture and
The Advocate congratulates. Sierra
County Advocate.
The Silver City Eaoi.k had an interest
ing illustrated article on the normal
school there in the last issue. Deming
Headlight.

Not EnthusinHtlc,

The Headlight cannot grow enthusiastic over some of the republican appointments Governor Thornton has made
from Grant county for different territorial ollices. The governor has made
good selections from antong the democrats, but in picking out republicans,
the excutive appears to have been singularly unfortunate in choosing the most
rabid partisans in Grant county men
for whom we have only respect personally but whose political methods and effective party work do not make them acceptable persons for official recognition.
Especially is this true in the appointment for the board of equalization
where John Corbett, of this city, a loyal
democrat and a man exceptionally well
fitted for the position, was displaced by
D. C. Hohart. The fact of the matter is
that Governor Thornton has named those
republicans from Grant county who
have worked hardest and most successfully against the democratic party. Denting Headlight.

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

to be seen how the republican house of representatives will rush
to do Cleveland's bidding. The republicans are indebted to him for their
in the house and tl ey ought to
show their appreciation for what he I. as

Every person
sending 12.00 to

Thk Eagle for a year's subscription will lie presented with

a copy of

the World Almanac.

The increase in the fees of ollicials
The various county
was uncalled for.
ollicials in the territoiy were elected last
fall knowing what fees the law provided
that they should receive. They were
willing to become candidates and solicit
the support of the people under existing
circumstances and as long as thev were
satisfied to take the ollices under those
conditions, the legislature ought not to
have interfered in the matter. The tax
pavers are gettinti tired of having to
peon themselves in order to support the
officeholders; the legislators were well
aware of the fact but thev chose, forrea
sons which may be readily divined,
raise the fees.
There were men in both branches of
the legislature who went to Santa Fe
with honest intentions and who did all
in their power to secure the passage of
legislation which seemed to them to be
for the best interests of the territory
They may have been mistaken in some
instances, but the mistakes of men who
are honest in their intentions will hardly lie condemned by the honest citizens
of the territory. The honest members
of the legislature need have no fear oí
coming before the people again, but the
boodlers might as well retire to private
life of their own volition. They are
known and if they ever come out for
ollice they will be exposed.

TUB

V0pDlMJ!NJIC
AND MGYOLOPIDIA FOR

18BB.

The Best Reference Book Printed,
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
EDUCATORS

and

STUDENTS everywhere,

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1893.

THE

1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

of a question it cannot answer. It tells
all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tariff, religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

Ir remains

done for their party.
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25 CENTS.
postpaid by mail,
Address THE WORLD, New York City.
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Information Wanted.
LADIES!
FOR
Information is wanted of Adam Hoff
man, a German, about 50 years of age,
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely speaks broken English, and who left CUT PAPER PATTERNS.
Local.
Lebanon, Indiana aliout 1874. Since
with
that time his wife has died and his Tho Republic supplies Its lady readers
ladles.
for
kinds
ot
all
laughter is very desirous of ascertaining cut paper patterns
Grlftt oí Readable ParaRTiiplm Which
gar
his whereabouts. Any information con girls, boys and men. All of seasonable
Should Not he Overlooked
of
cost
a
at
and
styles,
of
ments,
the
latest
Hy Our Readers.
cerning him will be thankfully received
by Artman & Lewis, Lebanon, Ind.
ONLY 10c EACH.
Thomas Ileflin has a game cock which
The first picnic of the season was last
Elsewhere they cost from 25 to 40 cents.
he prizes very highly. The first of this
Sunday.
Designs of new garments are published ev
cock was missed from his ac
The C. L. S. C. will meet at the res- week the
ery week In The Republic with an order blank
customed haunts and Mr. Ileflin thought
idence of Judge Bantz tomorrow afterfor the patterns.
lie was out a game cock, but yesterday
Thousands of ladles In every State have
noon.
morning as he was coming down town he purchased these pattornsdurlng the past year
Mrs. J. Black is having the Broadway
heard the cock crow just as he was pass and never a complaint.
They are Invaluable and you can save on
hotel thoroughly renovated preparatory ins a house occupied by a Chinaman
patterns alone every year many times
these
of
of
of
next near the comer
Texas and Yankie
it tho first
to taking charge
streets. He got Marshal Cantly, went the prlco of tho paper.
month.
to the house and found the cock. The Subscribe at once for
Short Lenten services, at the , Episco' Chinaman said that a Mexican boy,
REPUBLIC
THE TWICE-A-WEEpal church, each week, on Wednesday called Pedro, brought him tlie fowl.
YEAR.
A
ONLY
81.00
and Friday, at 4 p. in. All are cordially
m. Rivers is in from the Mogollons
and savs that thinus look very encourag
will bo sent
THE
invited.
inu out there. The Little Fannie mill, FREE EORONE YEAR toany person sending
Grass is starting in the Gila valley, hut where he is working, ran every day last before March 1, a clubof three NEW yearly
it is not yet high enough to allow cattle month, something which it lias never subscribers, with $3 to pay for the samo.
to get much of it. A few more warm done before. Mr. Rivers is ot the opin
If you want a package of Sample Copies
ion that the Little Fannie will bo
for them.
write
will's
nicely.
up
days
tart it
steady producer.
Ariiltnuu nil nrrli.rti
Robert Black was celebrating the 2!!rd
THE REPUBLIC.
An incipient blaze in the rear of the
St. Louis, Mo.
anniversary of his arrival in Silver City residence on Bullard street, occupied by
last Saturdav. He considers himself S. A. Alexander, called out the lire department last Monday night. The fire
The Silver City
one of tho old timers of the city.
caught from some ashes which had been
Judge Bantz has gone to Las Cruces to thrown out in the yard. The wood shed
was scorched considerably but the dam
draw the jurors for the next term
age was very small.
court in Dona Ana county which conThe Ladies' Aid society will give a
Drives in DRY GOODS and
18th
Las
inst.
on
the
Cruces
venes at
geographical party at Morrill hall FriCLOTHING!
Charley Morrill gave a birthday party day, March 8th. An interesting mu
in LADIES',
Bargains
Special
to his friends at Morrill hall last Friday sical anil literary program win lie pre
will GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
delicious
refreshments
and
sented,
evening. The evening was very pleasle a feature of the evening. Admission SHOES.
antly Sent with music and dancing. 2ócts. Nothing extra to get out.
Also a full line of GLASSD. P. Carr is proud of the fact that ho
Heavv cattle shipments will be made
WARE and CROCKERY.
did not miss a roll call during the late from this part of the territory during the WTe sell everything CHEAP
summer, liie ranges
session of the legislature. He introduced siiruur ami earlv
will be relieved considerably, ana n FOR CASH.
18 bills and voted on every question that there should be a good rainy season,
BROS.
came before the house.
stock will be in fine condition next fall,

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

THE

K

"TWICE-A-WEE-

i

TEN CENT STORE.

The telephone line between this place
and Mogollón will be completed in a fewdays. The force has been employed
for some days past in the construction of
branches at the Mogollón end of the line
"How to feel kindly toward people
who are disagreeable to us," will be the
subject of next Sunday morning's dis
course, at the Episcopal church, by Rev
Edward S. Cross. All are cordially in
vited.
-

Two shots rang out on the still air last
Sunday evening between 9 and 10 o'clock.
Scores of people ran out to see what was
the matter. The disturbance was caused
by a hilarious gentleman of color, but
his aim was bad and no harm resulted.

i

BORENSTEN

If You Want

to go to the

Get
on

Mogollons

Murphey's Passenger,Expressand Mail Line.
Stage Leaves Silver City at

8 a. m.

every day except Sunday

for Mogollón and intermediate points.

A. Job brought in and sold to the Silver City National hank $30 in gold dust
All
last week. Within the past three weeks
he has washed out between $75 and $80 office
in gold dust and brought it in here. He
gets it on his ranch alxmt three miles
from town.

passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo

&

Co's. express

from which place the stage starts.

W.

M.

Murphey.
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Wonders Witnessed by
tain Explorer.

ft Moun-

Indian Legends ut a Famous Extinct
cano In the West Strange Animals Found In the Subter-

Vol-

ranean Caverns.

Crater mountain is one of the Umatilla Indians' great spook depots from
ancient time, says the Haker City Democrat. Bucks that are now white with
the hoary frosts of many winters recollect hanging1 in the trees tightly
strapped to their nursing1 boards, while
their mothers roamed the forests in
search of game for the lords of creation or wood for the tepee, and from
infancy love to relate how the great
spirit spoke to them with the awful
voice of terrific thunder in the bowels
of the earth. Many are the stories and
legends of Indian lore told of Crater
mountain. One of the favorite ones is
told of a great' war between the
Shoshones and Umatillas. When the
Umatillas had conquered their foes
they proceeded to slaughter old and
young, regardless of sex. One beautiful Shoshone maiden, seeing that
death was inevitable from her pursuing foes, plunged headlong into the
burning crater, and instantly the volcanic eruption ceased, much to the
consternation of her pursuers, who on
the following day found, on looking
down the chasm of inky darkness, a
resplendent light with the form of the
Shoshone maiden in the midst of the
apparition. They told it to their dusky
warriors and to this day Crater mountain is looked upon with reverence
from an Indian point of view.
The following is from the diary of J.
A. Wright: "Crater mountian is located
some eleven miles from the Camp of
Cornucopia, on the south side of the
range whose caps are tipped with
eternal snow. Many chasms and fissures have- in the misty past cleft the
mountains and left them in the most
fantastic simpes. Vegetation ceases to
grow after a certain height is reached,
and close under the base of one of the
great peaks is the famous extinct volcano. Ashes and lava are found in
great profusion and in such indescribable masses that it makes the ascent
one of peril and great difiiculty. However, once at the top. a peek down into
the blank, fathomlessabysssupplicsthe
most morbid minds with all the sensationalism necessary for a lifetime. A
favorite amusement was to throw rocks
down and listen to the sounds as they
struck on the projecting sides of the
dark chimney until the sounds died
away, leaving nothing but for the
mystified explorer to guess it had
reached the bottom."
Many have been the stories circulated of the wonderful cavern that extended from the sides of the great
chimney. A stout cable was provided
and a basket swung from a pulley,
lion. Joseph, with camera and notebook, was carefully lowered some
feet,
three hundred and seventy-eigh- t
when he noticed an aperture in the
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side of tlie' clinnney, and, by signals
agreed upon, a halt was called in his
downward career, and he crawled

through a cleft in the great chimney,
and the work of exploration began.
The first sight that met his astonished
;faze was a most stupendous chamber,
from whose mighty dome hung stalactites of great beauty, which were enhanced by the light of the candle, and
fairly struck terror to his heart, as the
llickering candle seemed to possess the
power of some unseen hand that made
millions of the brilliant stalactites
dance in resplendent beauty. A great
snowy owl blinked at the astonished
Joseph.
The explorer groped his way to the
far end of the chamber, where he
thought he heard the sounds of falling
water nor was he mistaken, for
squeezing himself through an opening
he found himself in another chamber
of great beauty, with a stream of hot
sulphur water running into the earth.
The . incrustation from the sulphur
water had transformed the cavern into
a coral-lik- e
substance and left it in
such fantastic shapes. lie found in the
water some lively little lizards and
some frogs that change color on the
slightest provocation and two large
rats, who eyed the explorer with a curiosity that seemed to bode no good,
and he longed for his little gun.
New Terror for French Convicts.

Life in the French penal colony at
New Caledonia lias been pictured as so
agreeable, both by reason of the climate as well as the leniency with
which convicts have been treated, that
transportation seems to have lost most
of its terrors. Criminals do not conceal their preference for a long sentence in the beautiful Pacific island to
a much shorter term with hard labor
in one of the penitentiaries at home,
and when perpetrating a misdeed have
sought as a rule to render their offense
as serious as possible, so as to entail
transportation if captured. It is with
a view of putting an end to this sentiment thr 1 the French government has
now de. ;d to stop sending convicts
to New Caledonia, and is making arrangements to deport them instead to
liaboon, the
and most
pestilential of all districts of French
Congoland in Africa.
fever-stricke-

n

Things Learned In the Morgue.

The old keeper of the morgue in this
city, who has seen hundreds of unknown bodies exhibited for identification, has arrived at some interesting
conclusions, suys the Philadelphia Record. If the face of the dead person is
perfectly composed and natural, of
course, intimate friends or relatives
rccognizo them immediately, Hut, lie
.says, if the face is distorted through
pain or disfigured by injuries, a casual
acquaintance can identify the body
much easier than the closest relation.
He explains this by saying that people
who have known a person well for a
long time lose sight of the features and
see rather the personality relleeted in
the lines of the face. A casual acquaintance notes the features, and can
ívcogni.c them when seen again, even
if eonsideably distorted.

TI EAGLE
For

1895.
We want The Eagle to be read
during the coining year by every
family in Grant county. It will
continue to be the best, neatest and
newsiest local paper published in
New Mexico.
It will advocate
democratic principles and oppose
all rings, cliques and combinations
of whatever character.
SThc

Oracle

will keep an eye open to all the
interests of the taxpayers of the
county, every one of whom will
find it to his interest to take The

Eagle.
In order to enable every person
in Grant county to judge of the
character

of

the paper, we will send

Ihc

feujle

from now until May 1, 1895, for
25 cents. Send in your subscription and that of your neighbor.

Address

Silver City, N.

M.
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FISH

IN

THE ARCTIC.

Shoal of Them Encountered
cently In Itchrlng Sea.

Re-

Some recently returned salmon fishers, whalers and sealers from the Arctic tell of a strange thing an occurrence without a parallel in the experience of those who sailed to the far
north, says the San Francisco Chronicle.
A

sea captain who was a passenger on

the salmon schooner Glenn tells the
story with much circumstance
The
Glenn left the city in March last,
bound for .Behring sea, which was
reached May 4. In the latter month
there is usually a little drift ice, but
seldom enough to interfere materially
with the progress of the many whalers,
sealers and other craft which make for
the sea at that tune of the year. This
season, however, the sea was literally
covered with drift ice, extending from
the Alaskan peninsula clear across
northward to the Yukon. The southwest winds usually blow off shore, and
driving the ice further from the land
leave a passage between ice and land.
The Glenn intended to make ISristoI
bay and stood to the eastward, but wiu.
unable to reach it on account of the
ice, and so had to put back toward the
peninsula to await the delayed southeast winds.
It was while the Glenn and four
others passed up toward Bristol bay
that the phenomenon was encountered.
The vessel had just emerged from
Ounimak pass, about half way between.
Amoukhta island and Bristol bay.
when a vast quantity of dead fish were
encountered. They were in the water
as far as the eye could see on each side
of the vessel, and for sixty miles the
Glenn traveled through the shoals of
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.nut iney were not tainted by suipiuu,
an they might have been in their death

being due to a sudden subterranean
upheaval.
The area of the frozen fish was not
less than half a mile wide and sixty
miles long. When the Glenn on its
homeward-bounjourney
reached
Ouniinak pass again, August 2!), every
sign of the fish had disappeared. Many
had doubtless been eaten by the gulls
and other birds, and others had sunk
in the warm water.
d

SUN AND MOON.
A

Couple of Interesting Folklore Stories
Concerning Those Lumliinrleii.

The most touching

of all folklore
in Charles F.
Uunmis' "Pueblo Folklore." It is one
of the many myths of the moon and
beautifully conceived. The sun is the
Allfather, the moon the Allinother,
and both shine with equal light in
the heavens. But the Trues, the superior divinities, find that man, the
animals, the flowers, weary of a constant day. They agree to put out the
Allfather's or sun's eyes. The
the moon offers herself as a
sacrifice.
"Blind me," she says, "and
leave my husband's eyes." The Trues
say: "It is good, woman." They accept the sacrifice, and take away one
of Allmother's eyes. Hence the moon
is less brilliant than the sun. Then
man finds rest at night, and the flowers
sleep. In Mrs. Leiber Cohen's trans-- 1
lation of Sacher Masoch's "Jewish
Tales" there is a variant of the sun and
moon story derived from the Tahnud.
Briefly told, the sun and moon are
equally luminous. It is the moon who
wants to be more brilliant than the
sun. Diety is angered at her demand.
fish.
Her light is lessened.
"The moon
On examination they proved to be grew pale.
Then God pitied
silver hake, a kind of codfish, but nar- Her, and gave her the stars for
rower ana smaller, and having only
two dorsal and one anal fin. They
The Sfcn Were Curloim.
weighed between four and live pounds,
It is related that the duchess of Westanil were perfectly fresh, the gills being still red. Some of the sailors were minster put into her guest chamber a
afraid to eat them, thinking they had curious Swiss clock to which was atperhaps been killed by some subterra- tached a printed notice: "Picare do not
nean upheaval or, possibly, throui touch!" When M. Joly. the Canr.dian
the overflow from the volcano of liberal, visited her grace he ventured
Wenyalmnor, which was active last to inquire the reason fi r l!:,- proáiLi-tion- .
"You are the twentieth man
fall. ( thcr sailors, less fastidious, did
not hesitate to cut the flesh open, and who has asked that question. ivplied
"Women, you
then a peculiar condition was revealed. the lady, gleefully
Although the fish were fresh and had know, are supposed tobe prowr' : Innoc stiffened, the gills and intestines curious, and I put that plac::r.l o:i the
were found to be full of ice. This clock to test the same vi:!.n,vs in
was not the case in one instance, but men. and I am happy to i,ay I fin ; them
with every fish which was opened, and ,ot a whit less curious th..:i women I
apparently accounted for their sudden keep a li .t of all the gen;k..K;:i who
have asked me the question yor. k.-subterranean upheaval.
The anomalous condition of the flesh ju t put, and there has been only oiv
,'xception among all my guest; who
was the subject of much talk and
That the fish should be com- have occupied the room; that was Mr
paratively limber and that there should I'liwcett, the' late postmaster general,
be ice within them seemed to indicate and he, poor man, was blind "
that a shoal of them had been suddenThe I'nlvermil l'liint.
ly overtaken and frozen to death, and
The tobacco plant h is become
on the thawing- - out of the ice the car
casses had been released, but had nut horoughly naturalized in every part of
risen in temperature sufficiently to ilu1 world, and in many parts of Asia
I Africa has
become so completely
thaw out the ice in their bodies. Those
that several writers have
of the sailors who cooked the fis'li sa
that it is aboriginal in one
that they tasted as good as ever, aim
or the other of those continents.

lories may be found

-

'

spec-u'atio-

'

'nin.-stk-iite-

NOT TROUBLED

BY

NOISE.

Literary Teople Who Could Work

In

the

MulHt of Turiimll.

All that concerns the men and women
who give distinction to their day is of
interest to those who admire, criticise
ami perhaps envy their achievements,
says Chambers' Journal. A special and
legitimate curiosity is felt in reference
to the conditions under which success
I i
Glimpses are occasionally
won.
riven into the methods of eminent
toilers, and a wonderful variety is revealed. It is at least plain that no
guidebook to great performances the
anxious author can have his choice of
several will determine the point
where exactly the best results are to
be obtained. One man's help is another's hindrance. Many famous writers,
for instance, have only been able to
perfect their thoughts in silence and
seclusion. But there have also been
those who could work in the midst of
babel and defy distraction. Jane Austen, whose unpretentious canvases are
porfull of some of the .most life-lik- e
traits in fiction, was never in the habit
She
of seeking solitude to compose.
wrote sitting in the family circle, and
under perpetual risk of interruption.
It was the same with a successful lady
novelist happilystill living.
Mrs. Harriet Beeclier Stowe wrote
story on a plain pine
her
table, by the aid of an evening lamp,
in a tiny wooden house in Maine.
About her were gathered children of
various ages, conning their lessons or
at play, and never guessing what a
treasure mine of excitement was com
ing into existence for other young people in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." A large
part of the "Roman History" of Dr. Arnold was composed under similar circumstances. Dean Stanley has sketched
the Rugby student, where Arnold sat
at his work, "with no attempt at seclusion, conversation going on around him
his children playing in the room his
frequent guests, whether friends or
former pupils, coming in or out at
a poet
will." Thomas Lovell
of luxuriant fancy and true genius,
though much neglected, also found a
stimulus to the creative faculty of his
muse in working in playful and even
noisy company. Such cases recall the
story of the learned man of Padua, who
assured Montaigne that he actually
needed to be hcmm.'d in by uproar before he could proceed o study.
best-know-

n

Bei'.-loes- ,

WOMEN WHJ WRITE.
A Delightful

I ompiirutivit Study with the
Writ n : i'I:ui
When a man writes he wants pomp

and circumstance and eternal space
from which to draw. If he writes at
home, says the Boston Advertiser,
he needs a study or a library, and he
wants the key lost and the keyhole
pasted over so that no one win disturb
him. His finished products are of much
importance to him, and. tVr a time, he
wonders why the planets have no,,
changed their orbits or the sunshine
acquired a new brilliancy because he
has written something by a castiron
method.
A woman picks up some scraps of a
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c.pyijook or the back of a pattern,
sharpens her pencil with the scissors or
gnuws the end sharper. She takes an
old geography, tucks her foot under
her, sucks her pencil periodically and
produces literature.
She can write with Genevieve pounding out her exercises on the piano,
history
with Mary buzzing over
Tommy teasing
lesson for
Ihe baby, and the baby pulling1 tht
cat's tail. The domestic comes and
goes for directions and supplies, but
the course of true love runs on, the
lovers woo and win, and the villains
kill and die among the most commonplace surroundings.
A man's best eft'orts, falling short of
genius, are apt to be stilted, but the
woman who writes will often, with the
stump of a pencil and amid the distractions above mentioned, produce a tender bit of a poem, a dramatic situation
ora page If description that, though
critics rave, lives on, travels through
the exchanges and finds a place in
the scrapbooks of the men and women
who know a good thing when they see
name
it, whether there isa
signed to it or not.
h.--

well-know- n

HIS REGULAR
A Mayor

M

BUSINESS.

ho Wan Not A hove Asking
Stranger for A I ins.

a

A

QUEEN'S
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BATH.

This latter punishment, whijh may
be inflicted for two or more days, not

the Queer Royal Custom Is Observed
in Madagancar.
Since the great African island has
lately caused a great deal of talk it
will not be uninteresting, says Loudon
to give some account of the
How

Tid-Uit- s,

strange ceremony practiced at the
Malagasy national festival every year,
as related by nearly all the travelers
who have visited the land of the Hovas.
The "Fandroana," or royal bath, was
first instituted by King Ratambo, and
is held annually, by royal proclamation, from November 22 to January 10.
During this time no business is allowed
to proceed. The people of the kingdom meet the queen in the silver
palace on the first day of the festival,
and a red cock is then brought by the
head priest or sacrificer of the court,
i ts neck is wrung, and its blood, being
caught in a banana leaf, is carried to
the sovereign, who touches with it her
forehead, neck, stomach,
armpit,
linger nails und toe nails. The rest of
the assembly follow the example.
Next day the people assemble again
for the royal bath in the great palace.
This the queen takes in one of the
acred corners of the hall, in a silver
hath, being screened from view by
"lambag," held by her attendants.
Amid the firing of cannon and the
joyous shouts of her humble subjects,
her majesty then passes along the
balcony, and from a horn in her hand
prinkles the crowd with the water
.'.lie has just been using for
her
ablutions, exclaiming at the same
lime: "Masina, aho!" (I am purified),
i'his sprinkling is said to typify an
.tbundunce of rain during the coming
year.
To be absent from the ceremony
would be to incur the royal displeasure,
so that the French plenipotentiary
minister himself, M. le Myre de Vilers,
who is now again on his way to Madagascar, had to submit himself, in 1HS(,
to this strange ordeal. Every wife,
..lso, must be with her husband at the
lime, or it is considered that :.he is as
The new yvvr i
rood as divorced.
then supposed to have be;;nn. an.l for
cveral weeks there is a givac deal of
visiting and feasting.

The people of the extreme south of
France, in the neighborhood of the
Pyrenees, have a hard shift to live.
Some of them gain a livelihood by taming bears.
Many others take to begging, which
becomes a trade by itself, reasonably
remunerative and not exactly dishonBaron llaussmann
orable.
in his
"Memoires" cites the ease of one of
professional
who
these
beggars
amassed a good property and finally
became mayor of a large commune.
Even then he continued to ply his
trade, especially in the bathing season,
when many tourists visited the country. One of these outsiders was so
taken aback at the sight of the mayor
begging on the street that he remonstrated with the mendicant.
"I should think you would be
ashamed," said the stranger. "You, a
man holding so honorable an office."
"Office!" said the mayor. "My office!
PUNISHMENTS
Why, man, this is how I gained it."
Nitpoloon'H Opln'on of Love.

During the period when Napoleon was
with his regiment at Auxonne. as lieutenant of artillery, he devoted much of
his spare time to authorship, lie wrote
two short pieces, one a "Dialogue
on Love," and the other "Reflections
on the State of Nature." Prof. William M. Sloane, in his new "Life of Napoleon," quotes the following interesting extract from the former in the
Century: "I too was once in love," he
says of himself. It could not well have
been in Ajaccio, and it must have been
the memories of the old Valence, of a
pleasant existence now ended, which
called forth the doleful confession. It
was the future Napoleon who was presaged in the antithesis. "I go further
than the denial of its existence; I believe it hurtful to society, to the individual welfare of men."
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exceeding fifteen, consists of prisoners
passing the day from five a. m. to seven
p. m., alternately, sitting for fifteen
minutes, and walking for twenty minutes, being allowed neither to read,
to speak nor to work. The food is
bread and water, with soup once per
day. On the occasion of my visit there
were thirteen men sitting about one.
yard apart from each other, in rows,
on square stools built of stone, with a
wooden top.
The punishment cells do not appear
to be such formidable affairs, having a
wooden bed fixed to the floor, bedding
being supplied at night. The lloors
are of polished wood. Ry an ingenious
of light to
arrangement,
be admitted into the cell can be regulated at will from the corridor without. Incorrigibles, whom it is found
impossible to employ in the workshops, owing to their turbulence and
persistent breaches of discipline, work-itheir cells. This sequestration may
be carried on for any period up to
ninety days, and gives no claim to the
reduction of the original sentence.
n

Such Is

l

ate.

Long she stood at the window and
mused. The rays of the setting sun
entangled themselves in her Titian
hair or surrounded her glorious height
of five feet eight inches with an aureole
halo. Proud, queenly, limbed like a
goddess, she was indeed a magnificent
"Strange."
specimen of femininity,
she muttered. Then a soft,
smile flitted across her
face like a gleam of April sunshine.
"Strange," she said again, "to think
that I, who only six short months ago
was the quarterback of the Emancipated Maidens' football eleven, should
have lost my heart to a man whose collar is a size and a half smaller than
mine. Rut such is fate. And I love
him!" Carelessly picking up a forty-poun- d
dumb-bel- l
she tossed it out of
the window and across the lot, and
then sought her boudoir.
half-pity-in-

half-happ-

y

Quito Satisfactory.

The king of the I'elgians went out
for a walk the other day, and entere .
OF CRIMINALS. a farm to ask for a glass of miik. When
he had made a remark in English to
a his companion, he heard the hostess
Penalties fur Trans.Trcssiii:; t'i. I.uv
French Prison.
husband in Flemish: "I wonsay to
Crimes of a serious nature committed der what that
Englishman
in the prison of Melun, France. re ol- - will give us for the milk?" Whereupon
c
iously referred to the i r.iinarv the king took out a
piece mid
.ribunals, says the Conli iu;: r: tv Re- gave it to the woman, saying in Flemview, but disciplinary ciVu .es are ish: "Allow me to offer you the porEnglishman."
xut with each moriiiiv in n court- trait of the long-nose- d
room by the governor, i'. ' ;ed by Ihe
Simple KoIIkíouh Service.
.ispee tor, the schoolmv U r '.id the
Worship in Japan is a very simple
hit t warder.
The puid límente, inaffair. In many of the temples the
lieted are first, repriman;!:;;
emblemleprivation of use of eantccr.: Ihir.'i chief feature isa looking-glas- s
punishment eell, with ordinary food: atic of purity of souL Near it is a font
fourth, punishment cell, with bread of water in which the worshiper
lie then prays
and water, each fourth day being the washes on entering.
rdimiry food; fifth, deprivation of vis- before the glass, drops a few coppers
its this, however, is rarely inflicted: into a box and rings a bell three times
ixth. deprivation of correspondence, as he goes out. Since the mikado
when the prisoner has attempted to clared himself no longer divine and
uiiiuie it: seventh, fines; eighth, re- fallible Japanese skepticism has grown
duction of scale of proportion of earn- - rapidly.

hr

long-nose-

d

live-fran-

-
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ONE QUEEN IN INDIA.
The Maharanee of Kunigal and
Her Mode of Living.
Surrounded by Luxury and Beauty
Boyal Prisoner Dreams Away
Her Day in Oriental
Splendor.

the

The maharanee of Kunigal is a very

beautiful woman. Her tall figure is
draped with airy and artistic eifect.
The robe consists of much soft India
silk, elaborately embroidered, arranged
about her in mysterious grace, a very
enigma of garment without the explanation of a single st itch. It is closely plaited at the waist in front, falling
in a fan-lik- e
train over the feet, and
fastened with a band of gold that is
studded with crescents of pearls. Th.is
garment is short in the back and h
brought over the shoulders, hanghg
in soft, loose folds. Her left arm displays a bracelet of costly gems of rare
beauty and of profound historic interest which carries one back to the
time of Cleopatra. It was found among
some other buried treasures more than
a century ago, when the remote ancestors of the late king acquired it. This
bracelet is supposed to have the power
to resist the venom of all species of reptiles. A tiny linked chain connects it
to one of no less value at the wrist.
Jeweled sandals grace her otherwise
unclad nether limbs, surmounted by
anklets of gold.
She will often express to her friends
the great pleasure it would afford her
to be able to go freely among her people. This is, however, forbidden her
by the exacting and severe law of her
caste, for, being a Brahmin, she is
obliged to adhere strictly to the '"law
of inclosure." '1 his compels her at the
age of twelve to be veiled and live in
seclusion for the remainder of her life.
This rigid deprivation of all enjoyment
of the world is necessarily a severe
shock to the sensibibility of even an
eastern queen. Never again doc; she
receive or converse with one of the opposite sex, save only her husband, the
maharajah. Neither is a domestic of
her household permitted to look upon
her, otherwise her caste would be
broken and her birthright canceled.
This law among high caste seems cruel
and inconsistent, but the penalty of
disobedience is supreme. The violator
of a law so sacred among the sex as
that of "inclosure" has a horrible destiny awaiting her. She is expelled
from among her tribe in shame to become an outcast, exiled from within
the walls of the city for her crime.
Hut the present maharanee, says a
foreign exchange, now in her twenty-fourt- h
year, has six little brown faces
to cheer her solitude. Her apartments,
large and luxurious, occupy one side
of the palace, opening one into another. Through long tapestried windows she steps into her private gardens, where the air is perfumed with
the delicious fragrance of (lowers. The
little rustic bridges that greet the eye
occasionally through these grounds
tonr.cet the many beautiful Urr::tcs
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beneath which Uovvs a rciresning and
babbling brook, which, however, must
babble no secrets. Rivulets and brooks
are treasures in India. They are few
ami fur between in this region of magnificence.
Here the royal prisoner, for
so she is, takes her daily exercise,
joined occasionally by her children,
who come with the delightful anticipation of hearing some new fairy tales
from the lips of the beautiful mem-sahi- b
who happens to be a rare story
tidier as she is seated in one of her
favorite arbors where the citron vines
envelop the happy little group, a picture only eastern.
When the maharanee wishes to leave
her apartments the command is given,
and in a moment the turbaned attendants that crowd the halls disappear as if by magie. The silence
that follows endues the surroundings
with the air of a sanctuary rather than
that of a palace. Presently there
breaks upon the still uess the faint
tinkling of a bell that announces the
royal presence, and the maharanee
comes forward, stately, gracious, kindly, "every inch a queen."
When she drives into the country in
her state carriage a relaxation which
she thoroughly enjoys, being a true
lover of nature -- she must go closely
veiled. Barely a week passes without
a trip through the picturesque miedown
lying between Kunigal and Bangalore.
Here the range of mountains to the
west with their majestic skylines show
to the greatest advantage the play of
light and shade at sunset.
In traveling, the maharanee occupies
private compartments, which are highly decorated and delicately furnished
in oriental style, arranged so that she
may with ease enjoy the view of the
hills and plains and yet not be seen,
accompanied by her ladies in waiting,
who share the same privilege. When
the de stination is reached an awning
is immediately erected which forms a
complete passage to the state carriage
that awaits her, so that there is no possible chance of satisfying the curious
gaze of all castes who patiently look
for her arrival. She is always glad to
sec "European ladies," us she is pleased
to call all foreigners, no matter of
what nationality. She converses freely in several of the native languages,
especially Hindostán! and Canarease,
and speaks English lluently. She loves
to hear of other countries, and the
habits and customs of other people.
She is particularly interested in all
that pertains to America.

A

FOREIGN

INJUJTRY.

We Uso Million of fcpilt Stoel Kings,
Don't Muke Any.

Hut

"I've handled and sold forty thousand gross of split key rings since
in an over18(17," said the little man
coat and a white sweater, "and not
one of them was of American make."
"Why, how is that?" asked a New
York Sun reporter.
"Because there are none made in
this country," replied the little man,
with a smile that lifted one corner of
"No, sir," he conhis gray mustache.
tinued, "the making of split steel rings
is an art that we haven't got hold of
yet, somehow, and I must say I often
wonder at it."
"Where are they made, then?"
n
"The best, sir, are made about
miles outside of Paris, at a little
manufacturing town whose name I
can't just now recall. The next best
rings are made in Sheffield. England,
while rings of inferior quality, made
from Swedish iron, are manufactured
in Alsace. 1 don't know that the steel
in the French rings is any better than
that used by the Sheffield manufacturers, but the Frenchmen in this, as in
so many things, have got the hang of
making their things look well. The.
Sheffield rings are polished with oil
and emery, and that gives them a dull
steely look, while the French rings are
polished by the dry process, with what
they call 'crocus powder,' a sort of
coarse rouge."
"What are the extremes in size of
split rings?'' the man was asked.
"The smallest that I ever handled,"
of
he replied, "were
an inch across. Tluy are gilded when
they reach this country and are used in
cheap jewelry. The largest key rings
I ever sold were two and a half inche.i
in diameter, and those I sold to the
wardens at Sing Sing. In fact, they
are called pri m rings. That key ring
with the two little knobs or
through which you slip the key, is also
a French manufacture, and indeed 1
have never seen an American key ring
except that clumsy little thing where
you have to move around a small round
double plate with a notch in it, and
then spring out the open end of the ring
through this notch. I must say," concluded the little man, musingly, "I
often wonder why we don't make
rings over here. Even now there's a
forty-fiv- e
per cent, duty on them, and
they could be sold at half their present
price and still bring a good profit.
Why, just think, 1 sell over one hundred and fifty thousand rings a year,
A Ullmpje of the 1'npn.
The pope is fond of sitting in his gar- and there must be millions of them
den with his secretary on clear, warm handled every year in this country."
days. He is a most attractive figure,
MACHINE-MADSPEECHES.
seated thus, in his pure white robes of
exquisite texture and immaculate Turned Out with Murvvlous Rapidity by u
lteccut ICii'illHh Invent lo i.
cleanliness. He is a precise and fasThere is no doubt that both the typetidious man, and on those robes is never
seen a trace of the snuif to which 1'io writing machine and the phonograph
Nono was so devoted The face of Leo are very ingenious and useful invenXIII. is a benevolent one, and his fine tions, but the chief difficulty with
skin and white hair combine w th his them, says the New York Times, !
gentle expression to create the atmos- that they cannot be made to act autophere of purity and sweetness about matically. It is in order to fill thi:i
want that a distinguished inventor,
him.
whore name is for the present with- fifty-seve-

three-sixteent-

bos-sc- s

E
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hem, nas lnvcnieu an automatic writer,
and, judging1 from the private exhibition of the machino which was recently
given in London to a committee of
members of the Royal society, it bids
fair to prove the greatest invention of
this or any age.
In appearance the machine is said to
be not wholly unlike a typewriting
machine. It, however, is provided with
a sort of hopper, in which are placed
blocks of type metal, each one of which
is provided with a complete word, instead of a single letter. When (his
hopper is filled and the small electric
engine which furnishes the motive
power of the machine is set in action it
instantly begins to print. Of course,
what is printed depends in a good degree upon the selection of words which
are placed in the hopper, but it is understood the machine can be used for
almost uny sort of composition.
At the exhibition already mentioned
the hopper was filled with a supply of
words relating to the English political
situation, and in ten minutes after the
engine had been started the machine
had printed two-ful- l
columns, each of
about the length of an ordinary col
umn of a newspaper. When these were
read they were instantly recognized to
be a speech on home rule in the general
style of Mr. Gladstone. The hopper
was next filled with a choice selection
of the very finest words in the language, and the machine thereupon
printed what was at once perceived to
be an essay after the manner of Mr.
Ruskin on political economy. More
words were added and three pages f
what any critic would have unhesi
tatingly accepted as a passage from a
new novel by Mr. Meredith delighted
the committee. The last experiment
was made with the hopper filled with
words taken from the Slang Diction
ary and the result was a story in dia
lect which was held to be superior to
almost any dialect story hitherto

EAT
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THEIR DOGS.

Uncleanly Habits of the Corean
Like

Hotels

riK-Stl-- s.
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ty, with the result that she eventually
became one of the three hundred wives
of Abdurrahman.
This, however, is only the first act of
the tragedy. It is understood that, by
the laws of Afghanistan, when the
ameer dies, the whole of his three
hundred wives must be shot. The laws
of the Afghans are as immutable as
those of their ancient neighbors, the
Medes and Persians, and the whole of
the little Midland village, where the
ameer's English wife was born, and
where her parents are still living, has
been, during the past week or two, in
a high state of excitement over the
possible fate of the young lady.
Fortunately, the ameer seems better
now, and it is to be hoped, if only for
the sake of his wives, whatever their
nationality, that the improvement may
continue. In the meantime, cannot
diplomacy do anything for the young
woman? At his time of life, and with
a gouty habit to boot, I should have
thought Abdurrahman might have
been induced to get along with two
of them. If,
hundred and ninety-nin- e
however, he must have a round number in the family circle, perhaps, an
exchange might be negotiated.

The first thing that strikes a visitor
to a Corean village is the surprising
subpopulation of dogs, says Harper's
Weekly. Every house seems to possess
a pack of these spiritless curs, which
are a gray variety of the Chinese chow- dog. They display a more than passing
interest in a European traveler, and a
free use of one's stick is necessary to
keep them at bay. On investigation
one discovers that they form the staple
article of diet of the population. Unlike most Asiatic races, the Coreans
are meat eaters, and these dogs, being
always at hand, afford the necessary
food with the minimum of exertion
and expense. Another curious feature
of the Corean diet is the total absence
of tea, the most universal beverage of
eastern Asia.
Frequently one sees a Corean foraging for the evening meal. The method
is simple, though unpleasant. He is
armed with a short pole, to the end of
which is attached a noose. This he
throws over the head of the nearest
dog, and then proceeds to screw the
pole round till the noose tightens, and
slowly throttles the dog, who is meanwhile prevented from getting to close SHE WAS AN HONEST
quarters with its butcher by thrusts of

the

pole.

This country is much infested by the
Mongolian tiger.
great
This magnificent animal, though a considerable source of revenue on account
of its valuable skin, is nevertheless
much dreaded by the natives. So
serious are the ravages committed by
them that the king was forced to organize a regiment of "royal tiger hunters,"
and these constitute the corps d'elite
of the Corean army.
Traveling in Corea can hardly be described as luxurious. The Corean is
not lavish of home comforts for himself, and he certainly provides a minimum of the same for the traveling forMors rathotlc Than Humorous.
eigner. The average Corean hotel comAn aged couple living south of pares unfavorably with a modern pigBrazil, Ind., who had devoted their tlr ee sty, and one has to sleep as best one
score and ten to rural life and the can in the midst of surprising dirt, a
making of a farm, sold their posses colony of cattle and fowls, and other
sions for the snug sum of sixteen thou things which shall be nameless.
sand dollars. When the pinchaste
culkiil with a notary to close up the
ANXIOUS WIVES.
deal by taking the deed of title, the
husband having signed and passed it to Should the Ameer Die They Would All
Ite Shot.
the wife, she positively refused to sign
There is a certain village in the Midwithout a consideration, saying she had
spent her life in making the farm, a::d lands, says London Truth, where the
had never realized anything she- could illness of the ameer of Afghanistan is
call her own and now was her oppor nlwuys followed with painful anxiety.
tunity. The husband failed to satisfy The reason is to be found in the followher and secure the signature. Then the ing curious, but, I believe, perfectly
purchaser asked to know what slit: authentic story: Some years ago an enwould take and sign the deed, fearful terprising young tailor left the village
that she would be exacting beyoud his in question, and went abroad to seek
inclination to comply. After a good his fortune, lie eventually found his
deal of hesitancy she said she thought way to Cabul. Here great luck awaited
she ought to have two dollars, which him. He obtained the patronage of
he promptly handed her, and she royalty, and became the poole of
signed the title. She turned over the Afghanistan. He had left a sweetheart
silver dollars time and time again, behind in England, and as soon as he
laugliing over her good luck. She said: found himself o the road to fortune,
"Well, well, this is the first money he sent for the damsel to join him.
'lie came, but here fortune deserted
I have ever had in my life that I could
call my own and spend it as I may wish the tailor. His intended brvle, in her
turn, obtained the patronaire of royal
to do to suit myself."
long-coate-

pub-lished- .

;

d

BAKER.

How Margaret, of New Orleans, Earned a
Monuniept.
"The agitation of the cheap bread
question reminds me of Margaret,
of New Orleans, whose honesty as

a baker caused a monument to be
erected to her memory," said a resident of New Orleans, according to the
Cincinnati Enquirer. "My city adopted
the plan in vogue in Europe, and passed
an ordinance regulating the weight of
loaves of bread, and providing for the
appointment of a bread inspector. In
spite of all the efforts of that official
the bread still continued to weigh
light, and it seemed us though there
was a combination among the bakers
to defeat the purpose of the ordinance. One morning a load of bread
was sent to the inspector, and every
loaf was full weight. It came from a
modest bake shop kept by a woman
What her other
named Margaret.
name was none ever knew, but the
word passed through the city that there
was one honest baker, and soon she
could not supply the demand for her
bread. When prosperity smiled on her
she gave thousands of loaves to the
poor who could not buy, and none did
more for the suffering and needy ones
of the city.
"She was known everywhere by her
deeds of charity, and when she died a
monument was erected to her memory."
How to Keep Sweet Potatoes.

There are half a dozen ways of keeping sweet potatoes through the winter
in Virginia, one being to lift a stone of
hearth, and put the
the
Warmth and
potatoes underneath.
dryness, the essential conditions, are
thus obtained. The white potato, on
the other hand, is placed in a barrel
sunk deep in the garden and well covered up. Either is delicious, baked in
the ashes of the hearth.

'
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